
From Francesco Giovanni Sciacca :

Plan to federate two ATLAS sites into one.

CSCS-LCG2 (dCache), UNIBE-LHEP (DPM) => CHIPP-CH (DPM)

Note: the CSCS storage will physically remain at CSCS

Step 1 storage:

▪ Drain internally one dCache pool at CSCS, re-install it as a DPM pool and attach it to the Bern DPM head node

▪ Operate in this mode for a minimum of 6-8 weeks

▪ If no blocking issues are discovered: transition all storage pools from dCache to the DPM head node in Bern.

▪ Strategy to define, but can hope to drain and re-install as DPM (most of) them one by one internally if possible (to reduce load on DDM ops). This will shrink the size of the CSCS storage and increase that of the Bern storage.

▪ At some point during this procedure, move CSCS Panda queues to the Bern storage

▪ Make CSCS storage RO and finalise its draining and pool transition to the Bern storage


Step 2 create the new ATLAS site:

▪ Transition the Bern DPM endpoints to the new site


Step 3 Panda queues

▪ Move the Panda sites CSCS-LCG2 and UNIBE-LHEP (or create new ones) to the ATLAS site CHIPP-CH

Re: Swiss storage consolidation

NOTE: terminology (e.g. “pool”) is not appropriate in the above text above 
- the DPM  building block is a set of mountpoints that are logically organised as pools. Those mountpoints do not have 

rquirements that are too special (beside their robustness…)


NOTE: NO changes in GOCDB 
- The “new” site is a “logical” site within the ATLAS infrastructure, including CSCS, LHEP, Ubelix, Baobab. 

PROPOSAL: hold a meeting with the storage experts at CSCS for detailed planning 
- Understand CSCS storage layout for dCache and how to map it to DPM

- Understand the network layout between the two sites

- Understand current network rates and data paths to/from dCache at CSCS

- Plan concretely the first step

- Lay a tentative plan out for the following steps

- …
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https://its.cern.ch/jira/secure/ViewProfile.jspa?name=gsciacca
https://its.cern.ch/jira/browse/ATLDDMOPS-5529

